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Is there such a thing as “home studies”?  

 

In a strictly, somewhat narrowly academic sense, probably not (yet). However, an 

increasing minority of colleagues, all over social sciences, would give a positive response. 

In doing so they would emphasize the significance of the views, emotions and practices 

associated with home on a variety of scales, even while they would be unlikely to share 

one and the same definition of home. Under the pressure of categorization, most of these 

researchers would define themselves as primarily geographers, anthropologists, 

architects, housing and urban scholars, sometimes sociologists. Regardless of the 

background, they will probably acknowledge the start of the systematic social study of 

home as a recent development, driven by ethnographies such as Miller (2001), overviews 

such as Blunt and Dowling (2006), or socio-political essays such as Duyvendak (2011); 

not to mention markers of institutionalization such as the birth of dedicated journals, e.g. 

Home Cultures, at the intersection of the preexisting traditions in housing, cultural and 

design studies; the foundation of research centres such as Queen Mary’s Centre for 

Studies of Home; the “musealization” of home itself, the Museum of the Home in London 

being an obvious case in point.  

Such a list of key markers is far from exhaustive, if only because it does not consider a 

number of key papers in the previous decades, or major interdisciplinary collections such 

as Altman and Werner (1985) and Benjamin and Stea (1985). Yet, the list is long and 

authoritative enough to make a critical point: the social study of home, with all of the 

ambiguities and mixed fascinations this word embodies, matters, and is here to stay.  This 

is a point which the authors of this book also share, and which they address in an original 

way through the study of migration and mobility.  

 

The experience of migration has much to say for the study of home from without, from a 

distance, or from the margins. As a result of the absence of what should be naturally 

“here”, i.e. a fixed and supposedly protective domestic space, migrant life trajectories 

open unique ways for the study, no less than the lived experience of home (Ahmed et al., 

2003; Ralph and Staeheli, 2011; Boccagni, 2017). However, the authors of this book start 

from the broader analytical category of mobility. This enables them to go beyond the 

predominant frames of migration (including securitarian, emergency-driven and 

humanitarian ones), by connecting home and migration to the study of everyday life. This 

“mainstreaming” of the topic opens up to two research perspectives.  

The first has already been extensively discussed under the rubric of a “mobility turn” 

(Urry, 2007). In short, a mobility lens highlights the development, patterns and 

consequences of a variety of forms of movement – literal and metaphorical, large and 

short scale, exceptional and everyday. It also illuminates the infrastructures that facilitate 

or hinder any form of movement, and the continuum between its micro-experience and 

its social consequences on larger scales, even beyond the nation-state based idea of 



“society”. In this perspective there is much more to appreciate, in the study of 

homemaking on the move, than the migrant condition alone.  

As a matter of fact, being attentive to mobility at large is also a way to “de-migranticize” 

migration studies (Dahinden, 2016). The argument, here, is that the migrant condition, 

while being a major social marker, does not speak for itself, nor is it a “social reality” in 

itself. It is rather a relational device. The categorization of a number of individuals as 

migrants, under particular time and space coordinates, is necessary for several purposes. 

Nonetheless, it remains somewhat arbitrary and simplistic. More critically, it obscures the 

variety of individual or group characteristics, attributes or markers that may matter more 

than the migrant label as such. If this is the case, some more conceptual movement is in 

order, along an idealtypical continuum between two opposite stances: on the one hand the 

still predominant view of the migrant home experience as essentially different from the 

mainstream, or external to it, in a sort of epistemological otherization that parallels much 

commonsense and nativist public discourse: on the other, the emerging recognition of the 

ways in which migration is co-constitutive of broader forms of social change associated 

with life course variables, labour market conditions, housing and political structures of 

opportunities, and so forth.  

Moving towards the latter (constructivist) frame, instead of getting stuck in the former 

(essentialist) one, is a promising research avenue at many levels, including the 

development of a stronger reflexivity. Studying those portrayed as others, or outsiders, is 

also a way of studying the national or local “us” and so-called receiving societies, through 

a variety of mirror effects. This also holds for the social study of home. Unless in the most 

blatantly orientalist accounts, there is no migrant home – or for that matter, migrant house 

– to be set against an equally essentialized native, autochthonous or long-resident home 

or house. There is, instead, a significant promise in seeing how a migration background 

shapes people’s possibility and interest to get access to new dwelling places and to 

(re)produce or not a sense of home towards them – or towards any other setting – in the 

light of their home-related views, emotions and cultures, and of the resources accessible 

to make them real. Whatever the “keyword” selected for analysis, each of the chapters in 

this book provides some conceptual and empirically-based advancement along these 

lines. 

 

Ethnographies of home and mobility is an empirically based conceptualization of several 

key dimensions of home and homemaking on the move. In this sense, it is a critical mirror 

of what ERC HOMInG has been like, over the first half of its life course as a research 

project: a forum where a variety of ideas and research interests about home were first 

discussed, in dialogue with a burgeoning literature (and with several leading theorists), 

then put to the test of fieldwork. It is not infrequent to find out, in academic events, that 

attending formal presentations is less rewarding than getting into the back side: the 

informal opportunity to catch up with colleagues, share their respective “tricks of the 

trade” (Berger, 1998), revisit one’s preliminary findings through an engaged intellectual 

conversation. This is exactly the spirit through which this book has come to life, as a part 

and parcel of HOMInG’s organizational and cultural life. While more publications will 

come out of this large-scale project, both on specific target populations and on the broader 

conceptual framework of homing, Ethnographies of home and mobility already makes for 



an original and innovative contribution. Besides drawing fresh inspiration from their 

ongoing ethnographies, Miranda, Massa and Bonfanti have the merit of bringing together 

under the lens of mobility a variety of research areas that are clearly fundamental to home, 

but are generally analyzed separate from each other: materiality, temporality, diversity, 

scalarity, and so forth.  

Each of these concepts, of course, has a long intellectual history behind. Little of that, 

however, has addressed its specific relevance to the study of home, intersected with all 

the others. In this sense, Ethnographies of home and mobility does “unlock” new doors 

to enter into the debate on home, migration and mobility.   

 

At the end of the day, and despite my own previous case for “home studies”, home is 

fascinatingly more than a research topic in itself. This is, first of all, because home lies at 

the bases of our everyday lives, whether as a place, an experience or as the search or 

struggle for it. In this sense home holds a necessarily phenomenological side (Jacobson, 

1999) and is a major source of reflexivity on ourselves and our private lives – the “our” 

including researchers themselves, as the chapters of this book reveal. Research wise, 

moreover, home is an entry point into a variety of different areas and topics, as long as 

the latter are embedded in the everyday life experience of social actors and groups.  

In both respects, the six essays in Ethnographies of home and mobility cannot claim to be 

completely exhaustive, as they address very broad and complex questions, while also 

reflecting the theoretical preferences and research interests of their authors. Nevertheless, 

all of them offer fresh food for thought and for research, to further advance – particularly 

along comparative lines – the study of home among people on the move and their 

“sedentary” counterparts.  
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